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1. Launched a UTHealth needs assessment
   Results: FEMA center opened onsite
2. Student-staffed cot survey at mega-shelter with Baylor COM
   Results: Potential respiratory disease outbreak thwarted
3. Supported response teams in minor to moderate ways – educational materials, PPE, a tiny bit of logistics
Unable to effectively assist my NIEHS colleagues in organization efforts:

- Trainers
- Trainer availability
- Available assets – Trainer skills, supplies
- Missing assets
- Match with training needs of the community
Several Reasons

Two big reasons:

We were busy.

I was busy.
A Potential (But Partial) Solution

• Online open document that is flexible, expandable and requires little oversight
• Roster – name, contact info., credentials or licensing, teaching expertise, other skills
• Calendar – trainer availability (when and where)
• Logistics – List of available supplies and equipment, and what’s missing (by whom, when needed and where)
• Optional – Onboarding orientation, situation reports, out processing, health surveys
What do y’all think?